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ZONING CHANGE REVIEW SHEET

CASE NUMBER: C14H-04-0012 HLC DATE: July 26, 2004
ZAP DATE: November 2, 2004

AREA: 0.913 acre (Lot 2, Josephine L. Fisher Reservation)

APPLICANT: Terry and Judith Bray AGENT: NA

HISTORIC NAME: Judge Graves House

WATERSHED: Shoal Creek

ADDRESS OF PROPOSED ZONING CHANGE: 2 Green Lanes

ZONING FROM: SF-3 ZONING TO: SF-3-H

SUMMARY STAFF RECOMMENDATION: Staff recommends the proposed
zoning change from family residence (SF-3) district, to family
residence - historic (SF-3-H) combining district zoning.

HISTORIC LANDMARK COMMISSION ACTION: Recommended a zoning change
from family residence (SF-3) district, to family residence -
Historic (SF-3-H) combining district zoning. Vote: 7-0 (Fowler
and Limbacher absent).

ZONING AND PLATTING COMMISSION ACTION: Recommended a zoning
change from family residence (SF-3) district, to family residence
- Historic (SF-3-H) combining district zoning. Vote: 8-0-1
(Baker abstaining).

DEPARTMENT COMMENTS:
The house was not within the bounds of the Comprehensive Cultural
Resources Purvey (1934), but is listed as contributing to the Old
West Austin National Register Historic District.

CITY COUNCIL DATE:December C, 2004 ACTION:

ORDINANCE READINGS: 1;;T 2Kr' 3r::' . ORDINANCE NUMBER:

CASE MANAGER: Steve- Sadowsky PHONE: 974-6454

NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATION:
Pe.rp.ber ton Heights Neighborhood Association

BASIS FOR RECOMMENDATION:
The house, designed by prominent local architect iiuao Ku-ihno, is
ar. exce J .1 enr. G :-: amp 1 e of t h e Co 1 on .1 a 1 Revivs 1 ? r y 1 •.j i :~\ Au s tin.
The house was built ca. 193.6 for Judge Ireland Graves, a
prominent: local attorney, judge, .̂ nd civic leadei.



Staff evaluated the property for historic landmark designation
and determined that the house meets Historic Landmark Designation
Criteria 1, 3, 4, 6, 7, and 11.

(I) Character, interest, or value as part of the development,
heritage or cultural characteristics of the City of Austin, State
of Texas, or the United States.
The Graves House is an excellent example of the type of
development in Pemberton Heights, a 1920s suburb noted for its
exclusively residential character and adherence to the principals
of the City Beautiful Movement in its irregular-shaped lots and
natural setting for houses. Located on a narrow lane off
Wooldridge Drive, the Graves House embodies the ideals of a
secluded residential setting.

(3) Embodiment of distinguishing characteristics of an
architectural type or specimen.
The Graves House is a classic example of the Colonial Revival
style, popular for residential buildings from the 1870s through
the 1950s. Between World War I and World War II, Colonial
Revival was the most widespread historic revival house style in
the United States, attractive because of its symmetry,
simplicity, and historical and patriotic associations. The
distinguishing characteristics of the style are a central hall,
symmetrical facade, side-gabled roof, and simple, Classical
details.

The Graves House is a two-story side-gabled house with a central
portico arid balustrade. The 1:1 windows are symmetrically placed
in the facade, all hallmarks of the Colonial Revival style in the
1923s.

(4) Identification as the work of an architect or master builder
whose individual work has influenced the development of the city.
The house was designed by noted Austin architect Hugo Kuehne
(1384-1963), whose work includes the Georgian Revival house
owned by former Austin mayor Penn Wooldridge and his wife
Nellie, at 3124 Wheeler Street, several houses in Aldridge
Place, another City Beautiful-inspired .suburb off Guadalupe
Street, his own house at the corner •:,:(:' 32nd and Duval Streets,
and the Austin Public Library (now ̂ he Austin History Center).
Many of F-'uehne' s work? have been designated City Hist or.- c
Landmarks as v/e.M a? hav.u:-g been individually listed in the
National Register of Historic Places. Kuehne siso establish^d
the architecture libra try at the University of Texas.



(6) Relationship to other distinctive buildings, sites or areas
which are eligible for preservation according to a plan based on
architectural, historical or cultural motif.
The Graves House contributes to the Old 'West Austin National
Register Historic District.

(7) Portrayal of the environment of a group of people in an area
of history characterized by a distinctive architectural style.
The Colonial Revival Graves House represents the tastes and
standard of living of Austin's upper middle class in the 1930s.
Popular for their traditional design and historical associations,
Colonial Revival houses appealed to the upper middle class, who
were attracted by the sense of stability conveyed by the style.

(11) Identification with a person or persons who significantly
contributed to the culture and development of the cityf state or
United States.
Judge Ireland Graves (1885-1969), born in Seguin, Texas, 1875-
1947), was a founding member of the Austin law firm of Graves,
Dougherty, Hearon and Moody. He was the grandson of John
Ireland, former governor and Associate Justice of the Supreme
Court of Texas. He attended school in Georgetown, graduated from
Southwestern University in 1905, and obtained his law degree from
the University of Texas in 1908. He entered a local private
practice until 1916, when he was appointed district court judge
for Travis and Williamson Counties. He returned to private
practice in 1921, and taught at the University of Texas Law
School. In 1922, he was one of the three incorporators of the
Texas Law Review, and served on its board of editors until 1966.
In 1941, Judge Graves argued the case of Railroad Commission of
Texas v. Pullman Company before the United States Supreme Court ,
which established the Pullman Doctrine whereby federal courts
must defer to state courts on certain matters. He founded the
Austin firm of Graves, Dougherty, Hearon and Moody with his son-
in-law, Chrys Dougherty, in 1946, and remained active in legal
affairs until his retirement in the mid-1960s.

Graves was also active in civic activities in Austin-. He served
as president of the Chamber of Commerce, was a member of the-
Austin Matronal Bank Board of Directors, and president of the
Statesman Publishing Company, which published the Austin
Statesman. He was on the first Board of Directors or the Austin
Community Chest, predecessor of the United Way, anil served on the
first board of director? of the Headline's Club. He was
in s t r umen t a 1 i n ins t i t u t ir.g T: h e c i t y man a ge r f or rr; o \' c•:,• ••;e r nire-n t
in Austin and promoted civic reforms such as the required
licensing cf sutorr.obj le drivers.

PARCEL NO. : 0115 01C c 0 3 0 0 0 DEED RECORD: Vol. 4 -i 17, page 15 81;



ANNUAL TAX ABATEMENT: $14,079 (total - all taxing authorities) -
owner-occupied rate. City property tax exemption: $3,707.

APPRAISED VALUE: $996,074

PRESENT USE: Residence

CONSTRUCTION/DESCRIPTION: Two-story rectangular-plan side-gabled
house with central entry with an independent portico with
balustrade above; 1:1 fenestration.

CONDITION: Excellent

PRESENT OWNERS
Terry and Judith Bray
2 Green Lanes
Austin, Texas 78703

DATE BUILT: ca. 1936

ALTERATIONS/ADDITIONS: Garage enlarged, kitchen deck added
(1974); front porch columns replaced with columns from Judge
Graves' old fraternity house; porch railing added in conformance
with original Kuehne design (1985); back sun porch enclosed
(1993); kitchen deck enclosed (2003)..

ORIGINAL OWNER(S): Ireland Graves (1936)

OTHER HISTORICAL DESIGNATIONS:
NATIONAL REGISTER: No
RECORDED TEXAS LANDMARK: No
NATIONAL LANDMARK: No
LOCAL SURVEYS: Yes. The house is listed in the Old West Austin
National Register Historic District nomination.
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A. APPLICATION FOR HISTORIC ZONING

PROJECT INFORMATION:

BASIC PROJECT DATA:

A1. OWNER'S
2. PROJECT NAME:' - - --j •
3. PROJECT STREET ADDRESS for Range): Ho-

ZIP "7 t>-?/?*> COUNTY:
IF PROJECT ADDRESS CANNOT BE DEFINED ABOVE:
LOCATED FRONTAGE FEET ALONG THE N. S. E. W. (CIRCLE ONE) SIDE OF

(ROAD NAME PROPERTY FRONTS ONTO), WHICH IS
APPROXIMATELY . DISTANCE FROM ITS
INTERSECTION WITH CROSS STREET.

AREATOBEREZONED:

4. ACRES 1-004 (OR) SQ.FT.

1
5. ZONING AND LAND USE INFORMATION:

EXISTING EXISTING TRACT# ^CREsV SQ.FT. PROPOSED PROPOSED
ZONING USE (IF MORE ^— """ USE ZONING

~-r- - [ ™AN 1) f"' ' — |

/"-i f ^ $*rw '•* -wtota i • ̂  f l °t -^f i'w cr: -l-rtliu.̂ ; rSi- - 3 - Hi . , , « i • i

RELATED CURRENT CASES:

6. ACTIVE ZONING CASE? (YES /<
7. RESTRICTIVE COVENANT? (YES /
8. SUBDIVISION? (YES
9. SITE PLAN? (YESdfNQh

FILE NUMBER:
FILE NUMBER:
FILE NUMBER:
FILE NUMBER:

Revised June 30. 2002



PROPERTY DESCRIPTION (SUBDIVISION REFERENCE OR METES AND BOUNDS):

10a. SUBDIVISION REFERENCE: Name:
*l ft- Block(s) Lot(s ) Outlot(s)
1 !' Plat Book: Page

Number: .
10b. METES AND BOUNDS (Attach two copies of certified field notes if subdivision reference is not available or

zoning includes partial lots) .

DEED REFERENCE CONVEYING PROPERTY TO PRESENT OWNER AND TAX PARCEL I.D.:

11. VOLUME: PAGE: I ̂ ^"5 TAX PARCEL I.D. MO.<D j ~ i^b \ >-£>%&*] G&&O

OTHER PROVISIONS:

12. IS PROPERTY IN A ZONING COMBINING DISTRICT / OVERLAY ZONE? YES /(NO;
TYPE OF COMBINING DIST/OVERLAYZONE (NCCD.NP, etc)

M .
13. LOCATED IN A LOCAL OR NATIONAL REGISTER HISTORIC DISTRICT? (E#^®> M"ftT\ONfti
14. IS ATIA REQUIRED? YES /NO (NOT REQUIRED IF BASE ZONING IS NOT CHANGING)
TRIPS PER DAY: ^_
TRAFFIC SERIAL ZONE(S): , :

OWNERSHIP TYPE:

15. SOLE ^COMMUNITY PROPERTY PARTNERSHIP CORPORATION TRUST

If ownership is other than sole or community property, list individuals/partners/principals below or attach separate sheet.

OWNER INFORMATION:

16. OWNER CONTACT (NFORMATION /^ ~ JO OiTCb YV /MJ>^> AA>t>
SIGNATURE: ASA^f°^ /h^r^ ̂ ^ i ̂ ^ NAME:

FIRM NAME: V™*-1 'fi^^ffiffi. TELEPHONE DUMBER: ^7 gA^ \6\
STREET ADDRESS: No • & ffKtJoN l/V^0*^ — •
CITY: Ao^TlN STATE: ^N ZIP CODE: "72
EMAIL ADDRESS:

AGENT INFORMATION (IF APPLICABLE):

17. AGENT CONTACT INFORMATION
SIGNATURE:
FIRM NAME:

NAME:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:

STREET ADDRESS:
CITY: STATE:
CONTACT PERSON:

ZIP CODE:
TELEPHONE NUMBER:

EMAIL ADRESS:

DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY:

Revised June 30, 20(17.'.



D. SUBMITTAL VERIFICATION
AND INSPECTION AUTHORIZATION

SUBMITTAL VERICATION

My signature attests to the fact that the attached application package is complete and accurate to the best of my
knowledge. I -understand that proper City staff review of this application is dependent upon the accuracy of the information
provided and that any inaccurate or inadequate information provided by me/my firm/etc., may delay the proper review of
this application.

PLEASE TYBE^OR PRJflT NAM^BELOW SIGNATURE AND
APPLICABLE.

Name (Typed or Printed)

Firm (If applicable)

INSPECTION AUTHORIZATION

As owner or authorized agent, my signature authorizes staff to visit and inspect the property for which this
application is being submitted.

PLEASE TYPE OR PRINT NAME BELOW SIGNATURE AND
INDICATE FIRM REPRESENTED, IF APPLICABLE.

/AIM
Name (Typed or Printed)

Firm {If applicable)

Revised June 3C. 2002



E. ACKNOWLEDGMENT FORM

concerning
Subdivision Plat Notes, Deed Restrictions,

Restrictive Covenants
and / or

Zoning Conditional Overlays

I, JU"PVTfr vVyyjLA^g g^^V f~ have checked for subdivision plat notes, deed
restrictions, fafa, ̂ $&y B(2/vV

(Print name of applicant)

restrictive covenants and/or zoning conditional overlays prohibiting certain uses and/or requiring certain
development restrictions i.e. height, access, screening etc. on this property, located at

{Address or Legal Description)

If a conflict should result with the request 1 am submitting to the City of Austin due to subdivision plat notes,
deed restrictions, restrictive covenants and/or zoning conditional overlays it will be my responsibility to resolve
it. I also acknowledge that I understand the implications of use and/or development restrictions that are a
result of a subdivision plat notes, deed restrictions, restrictive covenants and/or zoning conditional overlays.

I understand that if requested, I must provide copies of any and all subdivision plat notes, deed restrictions,
restrictive covenants and/or zoning conditional overlay information which may apply to this property.

(Date)

j-tevised June 30, 2002



F. 1: Historical Documentation - Deed Chronology

Deed Research for (fill in address) ///> . 2

List Deeds chronologically, beginning with earliest transaction first and proceeding through present' ownership.
The first transaction listed should date at least back to when the original builder of any historic structures on
the site first acquired the property (i.e., should pre-date the construction of any buildings/structures on the
site). Please use the format delineated below.

For each transaction please include: name of Grantor/Grantee, date of transaction, legal description involved,
price, and volume/page number of deed records. If there is a mechanic's lien please copy the entire
document.

Example:

Transaction Vol./Page

John Doe to Mary Smith, Vol. 52, pp. 22-60
Lots 1-3, Block B, Driving Park Addition
March 13, 1882
$2500

Mary Smith, estate, to Ingrid Jones Vol. 409, pp. 552-554
Lots 1-2, Block B, Driving Park Addition
January 12, 1903

(Continue through the present)

U •

-b

Revised June 3G, 2002



F. 2: Historical Documentation - Occupancy History

Occupancy Research for (fill in address) #2-

Using City Directories available at the Austin History Center or other information available, please provide a
chronology of all occupants of the property from its construction to the present For commercial property,
please provide residential information on business owner as well.

Year Occupant Name and Reference Source

1872-1 873 A.S. Roberts, Dry Goods and general groceries provisions, City Directories
e s Congress b Hickory and Ash Streets

A.S. Roberts (Ada), Roberts Dry Goods, r. 610 W. 12th Street, 2.

1877-78 Jones, David W., Wholesale Furniture dealer and carpets, 806 City Directories
Congress Avenue

Jones, David W. (Martha), Furniture Dealer, r. 312 W. 5th Street, 4.

(Continue through the present)

Revised June 30,1'OG/.1



Judge Ireland Graves - In Memoriam

Judge Graves died On September 26,1969, having been inactive snce late 1965. Among
many tributes to him perhaps the very best phrased was that prepared by Judge St. John
Garwood and adopted by the Travis County Bar Association, In part it says,

"We of the Travis County Bar Association wish to record our own tribute to Judge
Graves, who was for sfrlong an outstanding and well beloved fellow member and.our sometime
president. The acid test of a lawyer's quality is perhaps less his undoubted prestige with clients
and public than the not lightly accorded esteem of his colleagues of bar ard bench. We, more
reliably than most, can and do certify that Judge Graves enjoyed both this esteem and prestige in
the fullest measure, even as he generously reciprocated to each of us the respect we paid him.,

"Regrettably, if but naturally, the professional life of even the best practicing lawyer,
compared to that of his peers in politics, literature and the appellate judicj.iry, is written in sand,
- to be resurrected largely by reference to a few fortuitously publicized items of litigation, by
somewhat colorless figures of the number of cases tried or argued, or, at bast, in descriptive
terms applicable generally to lawyers of his kind. 'Thus, tor word? at once highly descriptive of

1 1 J



Judge Graves' legal career and better chosen than our own words might be, we adopt those long
ago uttered by another notable member of our Association, Judge Robert L. Batts, concerning
one of his own peers [Hiram M. Garwood]:

'He has prepared great pleadings - petitions, bills in equity, answers -
showing learning, powers of logical thought, clearness and purity of diction - all
filed away now perhaps never to be resurrected. He has written great briefs,
announcing in perfect language the applicable legal principles - arguments clear,
logical, convincing. Perhaps his name appears with others with nothing to
indicate the writer. — He made great arguments before great courts. They were
logical, expressed in unexcelled English — spiced sometimes with polished wit
and not unkindly irony, forceful, impelling, elegant, eloquent. T lese are
preserved, it may be, only in the fading memories of a judge who heard but will
himself shortly be no more. He has had an important part in shaping public
policy and formulating the laws with reference to the control and protection of
corporations, with reference to transportation tariffs, —public utility charges —
taxation and other contacts of public economy with political activities. He has
helped to build up great business enterprises, to shape the destiny of a great city,
mold the public policy of his State and Nation. His able work is hid in massive
records probably never again to be opened - in books not again t? be used - in
great arguments which, having accomplished their purpose, are lost (except for
their results) for all time.1

"Yet, as Judge Graves would readily agree, historical notoriety is far from life's best
accomplishment - even when it happens worthily to occur. Sound thinker and fine character mat
he was, he found satisfaction enough in striving to be worthy of his high profession, in seeking
justice between men, in treading without self-righteousness or hypocrisy, the steep and narrow
path of Christian rectitude, in being always gentle, kindly and generous with his fellow man.
What open mind can honestly affirm that the example of such a life will not, through Nature's
complex processes survive in tact to benefit future generations?"

Robert J. Hearon's Memories of Judge Graves-

In 1999 Robert J. Hearon, Jr. shared with the firm his recollections of Judge Graves:
"There're a lot of names that we all hear in law firms: Fulbright &: Jaworski, Baker

Botts, Vinson Elkins, Thompson Knight, and a lot of those names are from earlier generations,
so people don't really associate with an individual. I think in some scnsc; Judge Graves' name
falls in that category. Let me ask how many people here ever met Judge Graves? Well, there's
an older contingent over here. But I think it's - Vm delighted to have the opportunity to talk
just a little about him and who he was. And to add to that, I want to put; . picture up here on the
wall. This is Judge Graves. Let me introduce him to you. It's a little younger picture. Tome,
he had some similarity physically to Terry Bray. But I think I wouldn't rually saddle him with
that, and I - The physical resemblance is more Ed McHorse. You know the old saying that you
can't be too thin or too rich? I think Judge Graves did very well in both those things.

112



"Let me give you a few vital statistics. He was bom in 1 885, died in 1 969 at the age of
83. If he were living today, he would be, improbably, 1 14 years old, and it's been 30 years since
he passed away. I knew him for a period of about 15 years, primarily ir. the 1953-54 era before I
went off in the army, and then when I got back, from *57 until the mid to late '60s when he died.
Judge Graves was born in Segum, but he was raised in Georgetown. ^{ l̂ys^WBtt̂ teraiid

^to^of tecas im4hri$^frost-Tew«^ when the Democrats were finally able to
wrest control from the republican party. He was raised in Georgetown ;ind went to TMI, Texas
Military Institute, in San Antonio for four years. To put this a little bit in context, when Judge
Graves went to TMI, future general Douglas MacArthur was a member of the senior class.
After prep school, in Georgetown he went to Southwestern University, played baseball at
Southwestern. He was always a big baseball fan. And somewhere in there, he picked up the
nickname of Pat. Some of his older friends always referred to him as Pat. He graduated from
Southwestern in 1905 and went to the University of Texas Law School Tom 1905 to 1908. And
he wasn't just a book man;?f?£WaS':&t$o Editor of the Cactus for a year a( the University. He got
out of law school in 1908 and went to work for a law firm here in Austin named Cochran &

,;" White. A:n$fRobin, I think you had an ojLd picture you used to have in your office of a bunch of
antiquated men, some of them with mustaches and beards, sitting around an old rolltop desk. I
think that may have been Cochran & White. Judge Graves used to say that Ike White was the
best jury lawyer he ever saw. He went to work at Cochran & White, anil in 1 9 1 6, some eight
years later, became judge of the 26th District Court. >fow the 26th sat bo :h in Austin and in
Georgetown. So he went back to his home ground, but of course lived iti Austin. And in those
days, Georgetown as not just a conversation away. The way you got to Georgetown principally
was to take the train. And he would commute back and forth as needed when he sat in
Georgetown.

"He was re-elected and resigned, though, as a district judge in \$2l . So he served in that
capacity fb&about five years. And he was thereafter always known as Judge. People spoke
about Judge Graves. His intimate friends would call him Judge.

"At that time, he came back to Austin, went back to the firm, which at that time had
become White & Wilcox, and embarked on some very active years, as I understood it, in the
*20s. In the first place, while he was practicing law he also taught at the University of Texas
Law School. And among the many things he must have done there was :o be one of the three
incorporators of the Texas Law Review. The other two incorporators wure Ira HUdebr-and, the
dean of the law school .at the time, and Leon Green, who many of us will remember as a
distinguished teacher and professor who subsequently taught both at Tesas and all over the
country. In any event, the three incorporators are Hildebrand, Green and Graves. And he served
as treasurer of the Law Review for many, many years after that. 1 can remember somebody
bringing in all the checks that he needed to sign. He also became very active in the Chamber of
Commerce, was a vice president of that; served on the Austin school bo< rd; president of the
Kiwanis Club, f think Whellan is trying to imitate some of that. He was on the board of the

, and he became very active in city politics. This is where kind of
Whellan. comes in. ^Froni '21 to '26 or so, there was a big controversy in Austin about the form
of government. It had always been just a mayor and aldermen type, and Ireland Graves led the
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In any event, those were very, very active, very public days for Judge Graves. In 1928, he had
an opportunity to go into a partnership with Charles L. Black. Now Mr. Black was a very
distinguished appellate lawyer. I don't have his picture, and it's probably just as well. He was a
veiy formal person: three-piece suits, pince-nez glasses, would brook no interference or wasn't a
very jocular person, but who Judge Graves referred to always as the strongest appellate advocate
that he had ever known. Of course, he didn't include himself in that running, I'm sure. Black &
Graves then became what I guess nowadays would be referred to as a boutique or specialized
law firm, although in those times a big firm was maybe nine or ten lawyers. Black & Graves
had their initial office right over here across the street in the Scarbrougt. Building. But of course
when a new downtown building was built in 1929, the Norwood Tower, they moved their
offices to that building, on the 10th floor. And Mr. Black had his office. Judge Graves had his,
and they had a big library, a big work room where they would go and w:rrk on these cases. At
that time, the appellate practice in Austin was a little different. You didn't have Southwest
Airlines. You didn't have, Lord knows, computers or stuff like that. A id when people had a
case in Austin before the Texas Supreme Court, you really needed to get Austin counsel if it was
a big case. Dan's father, Governor Moody, was a very active participant in that practice, Moody
& Robertson. They were up on the 12th floor. And Governor Moody hud a complete library.
He had the total National Reporter system up there. So these firms, tho.;e lawyers in particular,
were the pre-eminent appellate lawyers in the state. I'm kind of remind ;d of a story about John
W. Davis who had a practice before the U.S. Supreme Court, and his claim to fame was that he
lost 78 cases in a row. But that told you a little bit about the man and bs practice because the
idea was that if you had a case and you wanted to give it the best shot, and nobody would
second guess you about your choice of lawyers later, you hired John W. Davis. And I don't
think that-0lack'& Graves ever lost that many-cases, but it was the sam<; kind of thing, don't you
see. These were the Austin lawyers or among the group of Austin lawysrs that you needed to
have to make up the best presentation you could.

"The cases, if you'll look -happen to be looking in the Southwest Reporter during the
'30s and *40s, time and again you'll see that the case was presented by Black & Graves or later
by Black, Graves & Stayton. As I understand it, Mr. Black was not someone who was anxious
particularly to expand the firm, and as we'll talk about later, Mrs. Gravt s was always concerned
that Judge Graves was just simply working too hard. He didn't have enough help, he stayed at
the office too long, and a young man by the name of Jack Stayton came along, and Judge Graves
hired him and paid him out of his share of Black & Graves so that he could get some little help.
During this period, there were -1 guess the case of national prominence that Clarke must be
referring to was handled by Judge Graves before the United Slates -Supreme Court. The lawyers
here, probably most every one, will be aware of what has become know: A as the Pullman
Doctrine, the doctrine that federal courts will defer under certain circumstances to state courts in
who ought to hear a case. The Pullman case, which created the Pulhnar. Doctrine, was briefed
and argued by Ireland Graves. And I think if you'll look through in the library, the set of U.S.
Reports that we have, and I'm so thankful that Jan has resurrected those L'.S. Reports from
wherever they were. Actually hiding in the library somewhere you will sec the notation in a lot
of those cases in Judge Graves's handwriting, where he was noting that this case was considered
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in some later case or whatever. You'll even find that in some of the olc. Southwest Reporters at
the time, but particularly in the U.S. Reporters.

"Judge Graves was a very successful practitioner. He had a men two-storey house out
here on what became known as Judges Hill just west of West Avenue between 17th and 18th

Street. They had a garage apartment out there that they would rent to law students. Now I can't
-1 remember seeing many times lawyers from Houston or Dallas running into Judge Graves and
talking about the days when they rented mat garage apartment and wenl to law school. I don't
think it was purposeful, but that gave him a lot of friends all over the state.

(<*
Qtf^- :> ??l&fes: -Graves;Mary Steadman Graves, was certainly a part of the picture. Herfather
t,1^ , was a railroad commissioner, a distinguished personage in Texas, and 1 don't want to make any

*^ ; * .-' "' direct analogy here to Hilda Rumpole: However, there is some similari y, some comparison, in
' */'' -.:' ' that Mrs. Graves was terribly supportive of Judge Graves, but awfully protective. I can

.,-> remember some years later talking to Dr. Edmond Heinsohn, who for ir any years was pastor of
s^' the University Methodist Church and who was a great admirer of Judge Graves, and who was

complaining a little bit that Mrs. Graves just wouldn't let Judge Graves be chairman of the
board of that church because he was just too busy and working too hard and needed to cut back.
But during that period, that church out there was a major role in the cit>, both from a moral
standpoint and from a legal, because J. D. Hickman, the chief justice of the Texas Supreme
Court in earlier years, also taught the men's Sunday bible class across the street in the Varsity
Theater. And the moral law was laid down by Judge Hickman on Sunday and the statutory and
common law was applied by him during the week. And that's a whole uother story, but -

"During this period of the '30s and 'the- 40s and the (50s - and V'm getting to the '40s
and the '50s in a minute - there's no doubt that Ireland Graves had achi sved enormous success
and respect in the law practice, in the business community, and indeed '<. s an owner of property
in town and as an active and respected member of the community. He had a long relationship
with Louis Shanks. Mir. Shanks was always very thankful to Judge Graves, because Judge
Graves built him his first building down here on Lamar at 12th. That was owned by the Graves
family and rented to Louis Shanks. I saw some file the other day about how maybe that's being
sold. lie built a stopping center right at *he head of Lavaca, you know, where it runs into MLK
(which, of course, we all know is 19th Street), with the photo people and whatever across the
street at that T intersection. That was owned by Judge Graves. And Mis. Graves was always
promoting patronage to the florist shop next door, which she owned. One time Judge Graves
took me down to where the Four Seasons Hotel is now. At that time, it was kind of a rundown
area with a ibw older houses sitting around, and he said, "You know, you may think Tin
misguided, bur 1 bought-those threeiots along here because I think someday this is not going to
be a bunch of gravel pits out here. It's going to be an attractive and valuable location." And of
course, that's where the four Seasons is, to give you some idea about his insights.

"The fee structure at that time in the law practice was entirely di llbrent. and much more
to my liking. You didn't need timesheets. You concentrated your work on the case itself. You
kind of got along - you really didn't send a bill until the case was over. Then you would call up
the other side - or Judge Graves would - and talk to general counsel So-and-So, and they'd
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review what had happened over the last year or 18 months in this case, *nd Judge Graves would
suggest a fee. Hopefully, the general counsel would say that's not near enough, and they'd
come to a conclusion, and they'd write a check. A very civilized way of doing business. None
of this business about 'You've got until noon.'

"He shared his success with other lawyers in town, and I can't romember how many
instances in which I've heard lawyers - Kay Miller, who represented th s Austin National Bank,
even though'̂ JSidge Graves Was chairman of the board, Kay Miller did all the known trust and
real estate work for many years because Judge Graves sent it to him. John Miller, who you may
see in the elevator, is Kay Miller's son. I used to be very jealous of thai practice, but I think it's
worked out all right. There were others. Jerome Snead I remember told Judge Graves one time
how deeply grateful he was that Judge Graves sent him a little insurance company during the
depression days in the '30s to represent because Judge Graves had other: things that he was
doing at the time. T.C. Harris, Fisher Tyler. One of the roughest lawyers in town, who -1
won't say thankfully, but I'll just note has subsequently passed away - David Tisinger and
Tisinger was a tough old guy, but you could not say anything bad about Judge Graves to him. In
fact, Tisinger, when you would have done something that Tisinger didn't like, he would say,
"Judge Graves never would have done it that way." That was his way c f getting at you.

"He wasn't just in appellate practice. I remember him talking about one occasion when
he was a special prosecutor in a criminal case. They used to have that, ;,vu know, the family
wouldn't think that the D.A. was going to be bright enough to get the conviction, so they'd hire
a private lawyer to come in and help prosecute. This was a terrible case;, some doctor up in
Georgetown had been murdered. And what offended Judge Graves about this - of course,
murder was terrible - but that the defendant allegedly had called the doctor in the middle of the
night and got him out of bed to make a house call. And that was just to 3 uncivilized for him to
imagine,

"We didn't have mediators then, we didn't have a mediation practice. Lawyers kind of
did that in their spare time. And one area where Judge: Graves was very active was with
members of the Scarbrough family. At that time, the Scarbrough department store across the
street was really the big thing in town. The original Scarbrough had died, and there were two
sons, Lena and Will. They didn't get along. They had a hard time even talking to one another.
And Judge Graves represented Will, and I think Governor Moody at tto.t time was involved and
represented the other branch of the family, and things would not have gone as well as they did if
it weren't for those lawyers getting in there and straightening things oul. I think it's a little quirk
of circumstance that one of our good clients now is Lem Scarbrough. Jr., the other side of the

•family.

"So this is who that man was. This is what he was doing with his life, and of course, in
1953 when I came along, I was just a law student, getting ready to get out of law school. I
stayed on to work on the Law Review. It was my last year. And in 1953,1 happened to get an
opportunity to clerk at Graves, Dougherty & Grcenhill. Now that firm had been formed. Graves
& Dougherty originally, in 1946 when Mary Ireland "Graves. Judge and Mrs. Graves* only child,
married one J. Chrys Dougherty. And you can see it in Judge Graves' personality as well as his
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situation at the time, he didn't want to add a son-in-law, I don't think, or set out on his own with
Mr. Black. So Black, Graves & Stayton became Black & Stayton, and right next door there was

;?€^vei:& Dougherty. As another example, I think, of Judge Graves' tenperament, I understand
from Joe that after he had tentatively tried to apply for a job to Mr. Blat-k and been rejected, he
received a call one day from Judge Graves, and he welcomed that opportunity to come and work
and to join in the firm of 6raves> Dougherty & Greenhill; Joe at that time was First Assistant
Attorney General to Price Daniel. And let's get this straight. He came from the Attorney
General to us, Graves, Dougherty & Greenhill. As I understand it, them wasn't any real talk
about pay, and Joe was a little hesitant to ask, but when the subject did x>me up, Judge Graves
said, "Well, we want you to be a partner," and as far as he knew, to be ] lartner means that you
shared everything equally. So it was on those terms that Joe Greenhill joined Chrys, who was
working with the Tidelands case as well as ginning out wills and introd Jcing people to estate
planning, something that was unknown in Austin at the time.

"When I came, I had an opportunity to clerk at $2 an hour. Thai was a pretty good - you
know, it beat working in a library for seventy-five cents. And during that summer, I had an
opportunity to work with both Joe and with Judge Graves in a case styled Petrisi against
McAninch. Well, another case that summer was aj$se before thSS&ailnjad Commission
n^rw^&eg^^feieny EieJ^aid;s<>rhe rules that needed to be adopted by the Commission
tfbotit (hat and still wound up ma big lawsuit in Travis County District CourtT-So Judge-Graves

•' was hired to help with that case. The interesting thing about it is that the Fort Worth lawyer that
was putting the thing together said that he understood that Bob Hope an d Bing Crosby owned
some interest in this field. So he put it together, his draft brief together, in the form of a play.
He had people talking about it, and probably he thought that this would be a very interesting
way for the Railroad Commission to understand what Ihe case was aboil Thankfully, he got
Judge Graves involved he kinda thought with the law, and I had the opportunity to work with
Judge Graves during that summer on some of mat case. When 1 went b.ick and completed by
senior year, my opportunities were there, but they were a little clouded because I was then
engaged in what I'm sure now would be referred to as draft dodging. I had a choice. You could
go in and be drafted and serve two years or if you graduated from law school you would have an
opportunity to go in as a lieutenant in Army JAG. And I have somewhst elitist tendencies, and I
preferred the latter. But I didn't ki\ow just when I was going to get callrxi, so I worked again
until January of '55 there with Graves, Dougherty & Greenhill. Mrs. Graves at that time was
adamant thai Judge Graves was working entirely too hard, he was not getting enough help.
Chrys was off doing his thing about estate planning. Joe had all kinds of work. That eventually
led to hiring Tom Gee as well. And there were lots of concerns about tl iat. Joe reminded me a
few minutes ago about Judge and Mrs. Graves being somewhat ahead o ''their time in being
interested in the therapeutic effects of seaweed and other types of nature-pathic foods that one
should eat. And so he was fond of introducing that concept as well.

"While I was gone to the Army there was a big controversy, as you might understand,
about a fee. The firm had worked long and hard for a man from Corpus, named Burnett. Judge
Graves, of course, probably never would have brought an action against a client, but Chrys and
Joe frankly had worked too hard, too long, and needed the money. But vhat T want to tell about
that is that of course, they won. But when that case went to trial, the lins of lawyers who were
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there to testify for Judge Graves was just jprttty lej^gtfiy. It included not only all the lawyers you
would expect, but it also included people like Ralph Yarbrough, who was something of a
political opposite to the Price Daniel group, with which Joe was closely affiliated.'
;#IS$ .case would demonstrate how well thought of Judge Graves was in the legal community.
The very idea that somebody wouldn't pay him a fee was considered offensive.

"This was the somewhat more distinguished Judge Graves that } remember in particular
- this picture is more distinguished; he's not. He's the same distinguished fellow. But this is
Judge Graves in the 1 960s, someone who presented himself very well indeed. When I came
back from the army, I remember Col. Whitzer, the chief of our section, who apparently had
received a letter from Mrs. Graves about the need for ray early release. And it said that this was
the only time that he knew of that the army had granted an undue hardship rejtea^e.for the benefit

•of a law finn. I don't think there was really all that need for it, but thenr was a continuing
campaign going on from Mrs. Graves' side.

"At that time, I had a real opportunity - 1 won't go into too man / war stories about cases
that I had an opportunity to work on that were really Judge Graves' casts. People had come to
him. We had a - 1*11 mention a couple of them - we had the forerunner of some type of what
we'd now call environmental litigation, where ;. J$8jp Graves and the fir-fc were Mred:to try to
.stop, the building of what is now known as the McGee-Bend Dam in ea*t Texas because it was
gping..to flood out all me tfrnberiand^TKl there had not been a proper study by Congress or by
the Corps of Engineers, as. to whether this lake was really needed. It's k nd of interesting how
we're, talking about tearing down some of those lakes and dams that were built in that era.

"But in terms of Judge Graves and his practice, I guess one case that impresses me is
Gibson against Turner, and a ease that he los&finally, before the Texas Supreme Court. But it
involved an oil and gas lease and a form oil and gas lease where there's a form provision in
there that says we're filling out this lease on the assumption that you own 1 00% of the interest
in this land* and if you don't this form provision says the one-eighth ro>alty that we're calling
for herein the lease will be reduced to the fraction that you actually own. Somebody had struck
that clause out of this lease. And Gibson had a tiny fractional interest and said, "Pay me my
one-eighth royally." And it just really chapped Judge Graves that the Supreme Court let that
happen. But the briefing in that case is sort of what I want to use as an example, because the
briefing was not just the appellant's brief, and the appellee's brief and the reply, but letters that
were written over and over after the case had been argued. That was tht; practice then. And
Judge Graves was a master at that. There'd be all these issues in the c<i se, and he would write a
letter that would say, well, this case really boils down to this subject. Somebody else would try
to reply on the other side and say no, that isn't right. It all boils down to this one point. And he
was able to do that in a way that was very convincing in distilling to whi-re the critical issue in
the case would boil down to a few words. And I wish now we did more of that or could do
more than (hat or had the talent to continue to do that.

. "WilljGanvood came along when Judge St. John Garwood joined the firm as well. Will
and I had the chance to try some cases that were really Judge Graves' th it we otherwise would
not have had. I talked to Will the other day about i1. and we remember it with fondness,
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appearing in I guess around, again, the early '60s, a brand new John Kennedy appointment to
the federal bench named Reynaldo Garza, who was in Corpus Christi. ,\nd we were
representing a case that we were probably conflicted out of, but it didn't seem to bother people
at the time, that impacted the Dougherty family down there in the Rooke Field. But we went
ahead and handled that, and we were right. In any event, Judge Graves had some illness
problem that benefited Will and me and Tom to a greater extent, I gues s, because we had an
opportunity to work on more and more things that he couldn't. And wl.en we moved to this
building - do you understand? This is the Austin National Bank Build ing. We had our offices
on the second floor. This is the third floor. This used to be a cafeteria. And our offices were
from 5lh about halfway up to 6th Street on the second floor. Very proud of those offices. We
couldn't afford a rug, and we had vinyl tile on the floor. And Judge Gr wes, I think at the
prompting of Mrs. Graves; I can't be sure, because he was going to pul down a carpet in his
office, and while he was at it, he was just going to carpet the whole place, which he did,
contending as he always did that he was vastly overpaid, that he wasn't doing enough work, and
of course he needed to cut back, and this was some way to try to make it somewhat easier.

"Judge Graves had enormous social skills; He had a little black felt hat that he wore,
and in the elevator he was able, when a lady stepped onto the elevator, :ie was able to get that
black felt hat off quicker than you could move away It was very difficult to walk through doors
with Judge Graves. Have you ever had that experience with somebody ' He would always work
it out where he would be holding the door for you, and I decided one tii tie that this simply was
not going to happen, and the next door we went through I was going to handle it somehow
where 1 was able to open the door, and Pd be the one that Judge Graves had ushered through the
door. Kind of an Alphonse and Gaston thing. Host. He had moves. I: e could figure out ways
that went through a revolving door -1 remember one time in the old American National Bank
building, we went over there to meet somebody. They had an escalator It was the only one in
Austin at the time. The escalator took you up grandly to the banking floor, and there I was,
going up the escalator and Judge Graves right behind me.

"He was generous to a fault. I told you about his sharing in profits, about the carpet,
about the other lawyers. I remember back one day down at Randy's Barbecue back when Randy
was still there, close to Christmas, Judge Graves would often wrap up a couple of briskets to
take with him. And it turned out that he was delivering those to his forner clerks of the Court
of Appeals and the District Court, Not people who are there now, but r eople who he knew and
remembered and wanted to remember for Christmas.

Nobody every questioned his integrity that I can recall except fcr one time. We were
handling an estate for Max Bickler who I think used to be clerk of the S upreme Court, lived up
here on 17th or 181" Street. Of course, Mr. Bickler had bought a bunch (if real estate around
town, and when he died there was an estate tax, a couple of hundred thousand dollars in estate
tax. We were handling the estate, and 1 worked with Judge Graves on the returns. I remember
the day when we both of us went out there to Mrs. Bicklcr's house and, you know, had her write
the checks and sign the returns, and then we took them back downtown and saw that they were
tiled. The next day I had a call from a Bickler brother who said he could never imagine that
Judge Graves would do anything like this, but that he was some upset <md wanted to come down
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and talk about how badly and poorly we had mistreated Mrs. Bidder. Well, I didn't have any
idea what was going on, but he came down, and we talked, and what turned out is that Mrs.
Bickler, bless her heart, in stubbing the checks, had made a mistake. A id the check for the legal
fee was stubbed as the estate tax amount, and vice versa. So the Bickler brother thought we had
charged ftSiGg^f&figal:ftes and $frrOO$m attorney's ftN&{£&:'J& meant '$5,000 in estate'
ige^iiW^mrtJBjfl^gottfiat'straiigjitened out, and I say only because it's the only evidenee^of

'HBtijetype efchitfteng&to his integrity.

"One time I was sent on a case to Judge Dooley in Amarillo. I was warned that Judge
Dooley was pretty tough and you needed to know the practice in his coi irt. I went up there on
some type of motion to remand or something for the family of one of the bank officers here, and
Judge Dooley nodded in my direction when the appearances were taken and heard the arguments
and decided that probably he'd like some briefs, and he'd like some bri-sfe in five days. And
then he said, *VI want to see you in chambers." So I went back somewhat timorously to
chambers to try to figure out what on earth I had done, and Judge Dooloy said, "How are Mary
and Ireland? Give them my best wishes, and you are very lucky to havti a chance to be working
for him. And I gave you five days on that brief because I figured you could start working on it
today, take it back to Austin, and I think it would be a good idea if you had Ireland look it over."

"Joe Greenhill had fi way, and I think he must still, although it's probably his opinions
now, of thinking about a case and issues on the case, chewing on his cigar, which he never lit,
and beginning to stack cases from the Southwest Reporter one on top o:." another, and before
long, you had the brief written on the table. Here were the cases on this point, and the cases on
that. That always impressed me. Judge Graves would do it a little differently. He had on his
wall bound volumes of all of the appellate briefs that he ever wrote. And when a new case came
in, it would be those briefs that he would go to. He'd say we have that same issue in such-and-
such a case in 1938. And there you would have the briers and the arguments "on it. I haven't
saved a thing; I wish I had. When a new case came in at the Supreme Court, he'd call the
clerk's office and talk to George Templin and say, "George, this is Ireland Graves. Can we
borrow the record in No. So-and-So?" Mr. Templin would say, "We'll have it down this
afternoon. Judge." And a gentleman named Clarence would then bring the records to the office
from the Supreme Court clerk's office. Judge Graves would always giA'e him a dollar. It
bothered me, because I didn't think it took Clarence a half an hour to walk down here.

"On another occasion - Judge Graves told me very confidential! y one time that I was not
to repeat this, but I think it's all right now - that at that time, you had tc file your application for
writ of error in the clerk's office of the Court of Appeals, even though it was addressed to the
Supreme Court. And Miss Jones, late in the day getting the application ready on the last day -
deadlin.cs meant something in those days — and she took it up to file it, and Judge Graves went
home. The next day he got acall from the Supreme Court clerk's office saying, ''Judge, we just
don't want you to worry about it. Miss Jones mistakenly filed this in the Court of Appeals, but
we knew it was in the building, and she brought it over this morning to the Supreme Court
clerk's office, and we put yesterday's date stamp on it." It's nice to have that kind of support.
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"He was a true renaissance person, though. He took a month off every summer, in
vacation. He took a house in California or Hawaii, or wherever, and the whole family went out
there, and of course he had Mrs. Graves to take care of him and issue directions such as he was
never to fly in a private airplane that did not have two engines and two j >ilots. As you might
expect, perhaps, Mrs. Graves passed away first, and she died while she was talking on the
telephone to her longtime next door neighbor, Mrs. Walter Long, and I 'wouldn't be surprised if
she was saying, "Ireland is working too hard,..and I'd like to find any help for him."

**Now in talking about Judge Graves, I don't want there to be any misunderstanding. I
am no Judge Graves. I knew Ireland Graves, and Bob Hearon is not Ireland Graves. But think
how much worse I would be if 1 hadn't known him. I'd like to just close with this, that your
firm has roots, and some of the strongest roots are those that you see in ihis picture.
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